
NORDSTROM NYC UNVEILS SIMONE ROCHA CENTER STAGE INSTALLATION
INTRODUCING MENSWEAR COLLECTION

The new pop-up will carry Simone Rocha SS23 womens ready-to-wear, accessories and the newly
launched menswear offering

(Download Images Here)

NEW YORK (March 17, 2023) - Nordstrom NYC unveils the latest designer installment for its Center
Stage pop-up space featuring London-based designer Simone Rocha. The Simone Rocha Center Stage
pop-up and installation will run from March 17-April 12.

Located on the first floor of the Nordstrom NYC Flagship store, the Simone Rocha Center Stage
installation features an acrylic house in the brand’s signature pink, straight-from-the-runway wigs and
accessories, and the finale look from the SS23 collection shown at London Fashion Week. The
installation reflects the label’s playful yet grounded aesthetic, harnessing the volume and silhouettes that
can be found in the collection.

The Simone Rocha Center Stage will carry women’s ready-to-wear and accessories from the SS23
collection, alongside offerings from the brand’s first menswear collection. The collection will be available
to buy at the NYC Flagship and online at Nordstrom.com.

Simone Rocha’s Spring Summer 2023 collection is an exploration of femininity, with a strong juxtaposition
between masculine and feminine as well as hand-made and modern.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ee7xy5ivqlm2oig/AACv2h0xBmAFAJkFYDqEDVGma?dl=0


“The SS23 collection was very much about harnessing a feeling, a contrast of fragility, remorse, anger
and nature. I wanted to explore menswear as part of the Simone Rocha narrative. I looked a lot at
uniform, tailoring and explored how they would be unzipped to reveal what was underneath, both rough
and smooth, healing and harnessing. I was thinking about a relationship between characters and wanted
to be able to reflect that in the shows and in the collection. I want people to feel strong when wearing
SS23.”— Simone Rocha, Creative Director

“We first launched Simone Rocha six years ago at Nordstrom and we are proud to support Simone’s
journey as the brand has grown. I have found personal connection with Simone over the years not only as
a designer and friend, but as a strong female creative and visionary storyteller. Her clothes are not only
beautiful and thoughtfully detailed, but they have the special ability to evoke an emotional response and
instantly make you feel special. We’re excited to bring that sentiment to life for our customers through this
unique installation at our NYC Flagship, and open up more discovery to the world of Simone Rocha with
the launch of her first menswear collection.”— Olivia Kim, SVP of Creative Merchandising at
Nordstrom

HERE is a link to shop images, as well as product imagery. To learn more about Simone Rocha Center
Stage, check out the Nordstrom blog or follow @NordstromNYC on Instagram.

ABOUT NORDSTROM:
Nordstrom, Inc. (NYSE: JWN) exists to help customers feel good and look their best. Since starting as a
shoe store in 1901, how to best serve customers has been at the center of every decision they make.
This heritage of service is the foundation they build on as they provide convenience and true connection
for customers. Their digital-first platform enables them to serve customers when, where and how they
want to shop – whether that’s in store at more than 350 Nordstrom, Nordstrom Local and Nordstrom
Rack locations or digitally through their Nordstrom and Rack apps and websites. Through it all, they
remain committed to leaving the world better than they found it.
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